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do·cent 
- a person who acts as a guide, typically on a voluntary basis, in a museum, art 

gallery, or zoo.

In our case, the local friend providing you with their best travel notes 
in your pocket during your Solo Travel.



Close your eyes...

and imagine



Profession: 
Digital Marketer 

Hobbies: 
Museums, yoga, trendy restaurants, famous 
venues.
 
Tech tendencies: 
posting on social platforms 

Travel preferences
Safety : 
She’s cautious, would say yes to go with 
strangers to a new club but she would watch 
her drink very careful  

Economical:
She isnt a very big spender

Frequencies:
this is her second time traveling alone,She 
likes to walk the city, saving money for 
shopping and a nice meal once a day.
 

Target User

Meet Susan,
She is 26 years old



Pain Points 

Safety of solo travel

Public transportation is complicated 
when you are a tourist

Information on traveling 
solo is very spread out 

Can't trust reviews on 
websites

All situations are much more 
stressful as a solo traveler 



The Problem

There is not a single solution that 
provides enough useful information 
easily for the solo traveler, that is 
also validated constantly by others.

Features that are overlooked is trusting 
whether the reviews are valid, safety 
concerns are addressed immediately 
unless specifically searched for, and 
transportation information is not clear 
or up to date, 



Competitor Analysis



A travel experience for the Solo Traveler - a comfortable 
mobile platform that shows you real experiences, 

inexpensive lodging/eating and all places offered have a 
high safety score rating, all shared by fellow solo 

travelers and locals.

Social - upload a solo traveler’s insights where they were, 
what helped them travel more efficiently; condense the 

comments on specific countries and locations that can be 
identified with current location GPS so users don’t have to 

search for small tips on multiple websites. 

Solution



Deep Value = 

Providing a Solo Traveler with 
clear relevant information that 
gives them the feeling like they 
are traveling a foreign land with 
advice from a good local friend.



Theme Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Map

augment data on a maps service Map filters (reviews, tags, general pins, 

restaurants..)

Promoted pins (ads system, highlight a specific 

user input with subscription)

AI based personalized suggestion 

layer

User input options for an area or address

voting system for user input

Navigation

Public transportation navigation calendar Driver's GPS Geofencing

User input for price changes in public 

transport

Live tracking public transportation

Foot tracking

Planner

pinning system (Favorites) Free text search Knowledge base (Wiki)

personal notes

Personal User profile

Personal calendar

QA

reviews system (Make sure no bad opinions or 

abuse)

Pins / Opinions cleaner, automated process to 

remove/combine duplicate entries, similar 

entries etc.

Feed

Q&A social feed for public transportation questions Promoted feed items (ads system for 

feed boxes - create an ad and 

promote it)

a timeline/feed style page

Present local important database as a posts in feed

Present local tourist attractions database as a posts 

in feed

Onboarding
Collect user info - onboarding to the app Onboarding quizz for personalized 

views

Extras UX Security

Roadmap: Q1-Q4







Didn’t Make The Cut!?

● Standardized Information - displaying of the direct shareholders, 
the solo travelers, how they could find other travelers that they 
relate to based on location they’ve traveled and general interests. 

● History/Wiki - the general information potentially found on 
Wikipedia that would give a traveler general knowledge to the 
destination they’re traveling to.

● Preplanning - the solo traveler may need some extra insurance by 
needing to plan the logistics of all the aspects of traveling 
together, we would have given them the ability to make a standard 
checklist for their travel and necessary documents.

● Feed/Social - a live in the moment feature, where meetup 
information and events would populate day to day, live checkin, 
letting other travelers know they are available to meet.



—Frida Kahlo

“YOLO, Solo”



END.


